3-4. MEETS

Qualifying Rules for SNZ Database

SHORT COURSE RULES

LONG COURSE RULES

This is a quick guide to the qualification rules for clubs or regions when setting up a meet.

1

Long Course (Long Course time only)
Long course best time used for qualification and entry. Short course times not considered.

2

Long Course (Allow SC Converted)
The database will compare a swimmers best long course and converted short course time. It will then select
the faster of the two times and the swimmer will be entered with that time.

3

Long Course (Allow SC Unconverted)
The database will compare both long course and short course best times and select the fastest. If the short
course best time is fastest that will be used for entry unconverted with the seed course short course.

4

Long Course (Allow SC Converted) *entry is unconverted
If the swimmer has a long course best time that meets the qualifying time they will be entered using their
long course best time. If their long course time does not meet qualifying times but a converted short
course time meets the qualifying time that will be used and the swimmer will be seeded with an
unconverted short course time.
*This is the qualification rule to use if you are using the LSY qualification priority in Meet Manager.

1

Short Course (Short Course time only)
Short course best time used for qualification and entry. Long course times not considered.

2

Short Course (Allow LC Converted)
The database will compare a swimmers best long course and short course time. It will then select the faster
of the two times and the swimmer will be entered with that time.

3

Short Course (Allow LC Unconverted)
The database will compare both short course and long course best times and select the fastest. If the long
course best time is fastest that will be used for entry unconverted with the seed course long course.

4

Short Course (Allow LC Converted) *entry will be unconverted LC if it’s the fastest)
If the swimmer has a short course best time that meets the qualifying time they will be entered using their
short course best time. If their short course time does not meet the qualifying times but a converted long
course time meets the qualifying time that will be used and the swimmer will be seeded with an
unconverted long course time.
*This is the qualification rule to use if you are using the SLY qualification priority in Meet Manager.

